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Descriptive Summary

Title: Pseudo-Augustinus, Divi aurelii Augustine hipponensis episcopi meditationum liber, circa 1400s

Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 035

Extent: 0.1 cubic ft. (177 leaves, bound)

Abstract: Contains one illuminated manuscript with works ascribed to St. Augustine of Hippo.

Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
The history of this work is not known. The bookdealer's description remains with the volume.

Emory Libraries provides copies of its finding aids for use only in research and private study. Copies supplied may not be copied for others or otherwise distributed without prior consent of the holding repository.
Scope and Content Note
An illuminated manuscript containing works ascribed to St. Augustine of Hippo, but in fact works composed by different authors during the Middle Ages. There exist several incunable editions containing these works, but with textual variants. The Psalterium is followed by a number of prayers in prose and verse; outstanding among the "Confessio que dicitur beate marie virginis."